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Abstract-The Session Initiation Pmtocol (SIP) will be used 
on a large scale as a session signalling protocol to provide legacy 
as well as new services. The 3rd Generation Partnership Project 
(3GPP) has decided to use the SIP pmtocol in the IP Multimedia 
Subsystem of future Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys- 
tem (UMTS) networks. If the SIP protocol is used in carrier grade 
networks, Quality of Service (QoS) observations are necessary 
to ensure quality service provisioning. This, in particular, is 
important since signalling will use multiservice IP transport 
networks and sham its resources with other services. 
This paper pmposes the concept of Virtual SIP Links (VSLs) 
that connect two SIP nudes. VSLs can he used to enable QoS 
pmvisioniug in SIP signalling overlay networks. Methodologies 
are intmduced to specify, define and dimension these virtual 
connections. The VSL specification uses the well-kuown concept 
of leaky buckets. Simple methodologies are established that are 
based on known results, to calculate Message Loss Probabilities 
(MLPs) in leaky buckets. A simple, but efficient, queueing scheme 
is intmduced that reduces the required network resources. 
Simulation results are given tu validate the used models and 
to underline performance advantages for connections that use 
VSLS. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [l] is a signalling 
protocol that performs user location, session establishment and 
other session related tasks in IP networks. It can be used to 
initiate telephone calls as well as general media sessions. The 
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [2] has decided 
to use SIP as the signalling protocol for the IP Multimedia 
Subsystem OMS). If the SIP protocol is being used on a large 
scale in carrier grade networks to provide equivalent telephony 
services, Quality of Service (QoS) observations are necessary 
to ensure QoS for customers [3]. These are, in particular 
important since signalling traffic will share network resources 
with other network services in multiservice IP networks and 
the impact of loss or delay of signalling messages is consid- 
erably higher than the loss of media packets. Currently there 
are no signalling specific QoS measures in place. 
Transport networks will use QoS methodologies to protect 
traffic requirements of different services. A combination of 
Integrated Service (IntServ) [4] technologies at the network 
edges and Differentiated Service (DiffServ) [SI technologies 
in the core network appear to provide satisfactory resources 
[6]. For the remainder of this paper it is assumed that generic 
methodologies exist and are able to provide QoS resources for 
signalling. Furthermore, the discussions assume, but do not 
require that SIP uses the unreliable transport protocol UDP 
and its own reliability mechanism. The discussions can he 
adapted for reliable transport protocols like TCP or SCTP 
if the different protocol timers and resend mechanisms are 
considered. 
Originally, transport services are provided on the hasis of 
conventional IP networks. Any node that is connected to the IP 
network and has an 1P address is globally routahle - all nodes 
are logically full meshed. The same is true for SIP signalling 
nodes that are connected to the IP network. The IP resources of 
general-purpose transport networks are also used by services 
other than signalling. This original network configuration has 
no dedicated signalling resources. 
The introduction of an integrated QoS concept in this con- 
text requires the definition of service levels on the SIP layer. 
Also, the transport network needs to support QoS technologies 
to guarantee service levels for the message transport. The first 
step towards an integrated QoS concept on the SIP layer is the 
definition of virtual SIP connections (VSrS) to allow resource 
allocation for SIP signalling messages. 
A virtual SIP link connects two SIP nodes and is logically 
located on the application layer. VSLF are defined by their 
traffic specification (TSpec), i.e. the mean rate, the peak rate, 
the minimum policed message size, the burst size and the 
message loss probability. TSpecs can also be used to inform 
the QoS transport network ahout the required resources. If 
the transport network accepts the traffic characteristics, the 
TSpec defines the connection between two SIP nodes. VSLS 
and the SIP nodes form the transport independent virtual SIP 
overlay network (VSON). All relevant issues of the underlying 
network can be mapped on this layer, for example, bit errors 
etc. are directly mapped on the virtual SIP links. The SIP 
network is reduced to well-defined links and nodes. Known 
methodologies can he applied and new strategies can he devel- 
oped for VSONs. VSONs also define signalling environments 
that enable guaranteed service levels. 
The objective of this paper is to introduce methodologies to 
specify, define and dimension these virtual connections. The 
VSL specifications use the well-known Leaky Bucket (LB) 
concept. Simple methodologies are established to calculate 
Message Loss Probabilities (MLPs) in leaky buckets. A simple 
and efficient Delay Line (DL) queueing scheme is introduced 
which can reduce required network resources. Simulation 
results are given to underline performance advantages for 
connections that use VSL methods. 
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: The next 
section focuses on the concept of a virtual SIP link. Section 
111 discusses the message loss probability in leaky buckets, 
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and therefore for VSLs. Section IV introduces the delay line 
concept. Simulation results in Section V verify advantages 
of VSLS. The paper concludes with observations that these 
methodologies can also be used in generic overlay networks 
and in generic queueing models. 
11. VIRTUAL SIP LINKS 
This section elaborates on the concept of virtual SIP links 
in detail. It outlines the motivation behind the concept, defines 
VSLs and discusses their operation in 3GPP IMSs. VSL 
dimensioning and deployment are also discussed. 
A. Motivation 
The use of virtual SIP links is motivated by three major 
reasons: To define the resources that are required, to enable 
sufficiently accurate traffic calculations and to enhance the 
performance of virtual SIP signalling networks. 
To introduce the quality aspect to VSONs, it is necessary to 
define comparable and predictable parameters that can capture 
the signalling traffic situation. The mean rate is not enough 
information since signalling traffic is known to be bursty. 
More information is required to more completely specify flows 
in this context. One way of classifying flows is the use of 
leaky bucket systems. VSLs use LBs and LBs are discussed 
in Section 111 
Models, to calculate SIP signalling flows require the input 
of message loss probabilities, for example, the model in [7] 
considers only the loss resulting from bit errors. This model 
can be extended by the message drop probability due to 
the limited queue size. The VSL concept allows such MLP 
boundaries. The bursty nature of signalling traffic causes 
message loss in finite buffers of message transmission queues. 
Lost SIP messages, on a sustainable level, cause delays due 
to the timers which are used to detect the loss. Message drops 
translate into additional delays. 
To implement a session level admission control, traffic has 
to be policed. In this case, the loss is limited to the network 
edge. The LB, that is part of the VSL definition, can also be 
used for this purpose. In the case where the message loss is 
limited to the network edge, the source that sent the original 
message can use short timers for the fist hop. These timers 
can be below the minimum SIP timer specification of 500ms. 
Another alternative could he the use of a message that instructs 
the source to wait for an arbitrary time before a message is 
resent. SIP provides this possibility, but the standard allows 
only clusters of seconds for this purpose. These are too long 
for this case and, furthermore, it would result in additional 
messages being sent. Section IV introduces a new way to 
improve performance that uses the situation where the message 
loss is limited to the network edge. 
E. Definition 
VSLs are specified by agreed traffic parameters. These are 
the mean rate I, peak rate p, the average message size m, the 
maximum message size M, the bucket depth b, the message 
loss probability and delay. The mean rafe reflects the picture of 
a fluid flow model. It classifies a flow on the basis of bytes per 
second for a long term average. Where the mean rate describes 
the average rate, the peak rate is, at any given moment, the 
maximum allowed rate. The normalised arrival rate that is used 
for the MLP computation, can be calculated by A,, = k. 
SIP messages will vary in size, so the average message size 
defines the long term average. The longest allowed message 
size is determined by the maximum message size. The bucket 
depth specifies the maximum allowed burst size. The delay 
variation, due to queueing is determined by this parameter. 
Messages on the transport network may be subjected to bit 
errors on the transmission media. The message loss probability 
is the addition of message loss caused by the BER and the 
message drops due to VSL drops. The next sections explain 
the operation of VSLs and show methodologies to calculate 
the parameters that define VSLs. 
C. Operation 
This section discusses how VSLs operate. The 3GPP IMS 
is used as an example. Call flows in 3GPP networks require 
that messages traverse several intermediate SIP proxy servers 
called Call Session Control Function (CSCFs). User clients are 
connected to P-CSCFs. VSLs connect these P-CSCFs to other 
inbound SIP servers in the network. In 3GPP jargon, these 
are I-CSCFs and S-CSCFs. Every server processes incoming 
messages and routes messages on appropriate VSLs. The 
number of messages routed on one particular VSL per time 
unit yields the message arrival rate A. Before these messages 
are sent, they are policed by LBs of these VSL. If a message 
is out-of-profile, i.e. the LB buffer counter exceeds its defined 
size, the message is dropped. This ensures that the admitted 
signalling traffic is below the policed peak rate. 
If the whole network uses appropriately dimensioned VSLs, 
message drops are limited to VSON edges. On the basis of 
available information and by using the methodologies that 
are introduced in this paper, it is possible to dimension the 
VSL, so that the number of dropped messages is below a 
chosen threshold. Note that it is important that the p o k e r  
drops the out-of-profile packets. Only in this case it is possible 
to minimize the overall delay which is caused by dropped 
messages. The next section discusses VSL dimensioning. 
D. Requirements Specification 
The major VSL dimensioning objective includes the lost 
messages are below a certain threshold. Constraints include the 
session arrival rate and other bounding parameters. A VSL is 
dimensioned for a maximum number of messages per second 
A,,,, allowed on this virtual connection. 
The message loss probability depends on the bit error of 
the communication connection and the MLP that has to be 
chosen under the consideration of consumer QoS parameters. 
With the methodologies in [7] the flow size, and therefore the 
mean rate T can be calculated. For a chosen bucket size b 
and an average message size of m this yields a normal arrival 
rate Ao. Using the equations that are introduced later in this 
paper a table can be built that maps b and m to A,. Once the 
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normalised arrival rate is known, the required peak rate p can 
be calculated using Equation (1). 
All defining VSL parameters are now available. To finally 
setup or virtually install a VSL, the traffic specifications 
have to be accepted by the underlying transport network. The 
transport network can use these parameters to calculate the 
required bandwidth. 
If a packet is sent between two SIP nodes and it complies 
with the accepted traffic specification, it will receive the 
appropriate service levels. The utilisation U is the “current 
usage” parameter. It can be calculated using Equation (2). 
(2) 
&” 
X 
U =  -
The utilisation of a VSL indicates what percentage of re- 
sources is used. The requested QoS is guaranteed up to a VSL 
utilisation of 100%. The next section discusses the deployment 
of VSLs. 
E. Deployment 
VSLs require no changes to network hardware. Their func- 
tionality can be implemented in a VSL software module which 
is part of the SIP servers. SIP nodes require VSL sub functions 
for connections to other SIP nodes, if these connections use 
VSLs. In principle, the selection of connections that use VSLs 
is arbitrary. Networks can consist of nodes or areas that use 
VSLS, and therefore have defined QoS conditions; and areas or 
nodes that use none, or other methodologies to provide QoS for 
signalling traffic. If end-to-end QoS guarantees are required, 
all network regions have to deploy VSLs. Furthermore, pa- 
per [SI introduces Dynamic Resource Allocution (DRA) for 
VSLs. The next section discusses the models that analyse the 
dependency between Xo and the message loss probability. 
111. VSL MLP MODELS 
VSLs use the well-known leaky bucket scheme to define 
their traffic specifications. Originally, LBs have been proposed 
as a mechanism to control the cell arrival process in ATM 
systems (e.g.[9]). Later, the IETF adapted the concept to 
define traflic specifications (TSpec) in the IntServ framework. 
In principle, all QoS control service technologies can use 
LB parameters to describe the nature of bursty traffic. These 
parameters are defined in RFC 2215 [lo]. 
The following terminology is commonly used The mean 
rater  is called the averageitoken rate (IETF) or sustainable cell 
rate (AIM). The mean rate is a theoretical long-term average 
inter-arrival time in respect to the link speed and is measured 
in bytes per second. The peak rate p (IETFiMM) limits 
the theoretical minimum inter-arrival time between packets. 
It describes the limit of the traffic source. It is measured in 
bytes per second. The bucket depth (IETF) or burst tolerance 
(ATM) b describes the maximum amount by which the source 
is allowed to burst at the peak rate. It is measured in bytes. The 
average message size m is measured in bytes and describes the 
long-term average of the packet size. The maximum message 
size defines the maximum number of bytes allowed per packet. 
The arrival rate X is measured in arrivals per second. 
LBs are well understood and can be used to police peak 
rates and shape mean rates [ l l ] .  This section introduces simple 
methodologies to calculate the message drop probability in 
finite size buckets. In the past, much research has focused 
on this topic. Various models are published that enable the 
calculation of MLPs for LB with utilisations below one. Here 
the calculations use two models. The first model describes loss 
probabilities for leaky buckets with utilisation of one. This is 
based on concepts that are used by the Erlang formulas. The 
other model describes the case for utilisations below one and 
can be found in [12]. Simplifications are proposed for the later 
model. 
Duffy et al. report in [13] that traffic at the message 
level exhibits long range dependencies, but Skoog notes in 
[14] that for Poisson call arrivals an MiGI1 model gives a 
good approximation for SS7 signalling link queues when the 
utilisation is below unity. The message drop estimations in 
this paper assume Poisson arrivals since the session arrivals 
are assumed to be Poisson and the memory of the system is 
very short - only a few packets. Related messages that belong 
to the same call flow are separated by the round trip time. RIT 
is much shorter, than the time messages spend in queues. Note 
that this assumption only impacts on the MLP, calculation but 
not on the VSL concept. 
A. MLP for a Utilisation of One 
This section uses the concept of  a SmuNLeuky Bucket (SLB) 
to define a loss calculation methodology. A SLB consists of 
a single buffer space and a single server (“bucket hole”). The 
buffer size (“bucket size”) is equal to the maximum allowed 
packet size M. This bucket is served with a rate of XSLB (leak 
rate). The service time for one packet of mean packet size m 
is given in Equation (3). 
(3) 
The equivalent capacity of the SLB is C and ~ S L B  is the 
service rate of the SLB. The traffic unit of “packet calls” is 
then A = &. A packet is lost if more than one packet 
arrives while the current packet is being served. If the model 
considers the special case where the leak rate XSLB is equal 
to the arrival rate X of a Poisson process, the message loss 
probability PSLB can be calculated using Equation (4). 
psLB 1 - ( e - A . T s L ~  + A .  TsLB . e - A . T s ~ ~  1 (4) 
This equation describes the probability that more than one new 
packet arrives during the service period. The analogy to Erlang 
equations can be observed: The first term in the parentheses 
shows the probability that “no calls arrive”; and the second 
term, the probability that “one call arrives”. In all other cases 
the messages are dropped. If the leak rate corresponds to the 
long-term mean rate of the arrival process, the utilisation is 
one. The normalised arrival rate XO is equal to the utilisation 
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Fig. 1. SLB Model 
of the bucket and is unity, in this case as well. It can he 
calculated using Equation (5). 
A0 = X ’ T S L B  
where X is the arrival rate of the messages at the LB and TSLB 
is the service rate. Equation (6) depicts a simplified version 
of Equation (4) using the normalised arrival rate. 
(5) 
p S L B  = 1 - (1 + Xo).  e-Ao ( 6 )  
This model can be extended to a LB with a bucket size b in 
packets, under the assumption that the utilisation remains one. 
In this case, the loss probability can be calculated by the sum 
of the loss probability of b SLBs that are served at a rate p. 
This is possible because the sum of a Poisson process yields 
a Poisson process. Figure 1 depicts this model graphically. A 
bucket of size b served at a rate Xo is shown on the left hand 
side. The packet flow can be split into b equal parts and can 
be served by b different SLBs at a rate of *. Equation (7) 
shows the loss probability PLB calculation in this case. 
PLS =b- (b+Xo) . eC?  for X o = 1  OT b = l  (7) 
Note that Equation (7) only provides valid results in the case 
that either the normalised arrival rate (utilisation) A0 = 1 or 
the buffer size b = 1. 
B. MLP for Utilisations Below One 
The limitations of the previous discussed model was that 
it required either a Xo of one or a buffer size b of one. 
There are various models available that approximate the drop 
probabilities of queues under the assumption that A0 is smaller 
than one. These models usually provide poor results for Xo = 
1. 
The discussion in this section uses the approach described 
by Pitts and Schormans [12]. They use the definition of an 
instantaneous excess rate to decide if a packet is served or 
if it has to be queued. Then, they connect the arrivals of the 
excess rate packets via balance equations. Their derived result 
is given in Equation (8). 
It shows the probability P,(Xo) that the queue exceeds b 
packets. As above, the arrival rate A0 is the arrival rate X 
normalised by the service rate of the observed system. The 
interval of interest [0,1] for Xo also yields an interval of [0,1] 
for the loss probabilities P. Possible simplifications have to 
he valid in these intervals. 
... , I U  
Fig. 2. Delay Line - Operation 
The simplest approximation for the term in parentheses 
is X and therefore the linear function Pd(z) = A y ’ .  A 
better approximation is given by: Pc(z) = The 
maximum error for b = 0 of this function compared with 
the original function P,(Xo) is about 4%. The third empirical 
simplification scales function Pd(z) with exO and normalises it 
with e to keep the boundaries of 0 and 1. This yields Equation 
(9). 
(9) 
The error function Err(X0) in this case for the basis can be 
calculated using Equation (10). 
Xo . exo - ex, - Xg + x0 + e-’O x0 . ex0 Err(X0) = -~ 
Xo - 1 + e-xo e 
The extreme points of the error function show that the sim- 
plification error in this case is in the worst case 0.4%. The 
simplification is therefore adopted as sufficiently accurate. The 
combined loss for both MLP models can be calculated by the 
minimum of Equation (7) and Equation (9). 
(10) 
IV. DELAY LINE 
This section introduces the simple Delay Line (DL) method- 
ology. It can reduce the overall delay due to the lost messages 
and it can be used to increase the utilisation of VSLs. Figure 
2 depicts a simplified schema for the concept. It consists of 
one server (1) and a buffer bLB (2). These parts are identical 
to conventional leaky buckets. Additionally, it has an extra 
priority buffer space (3). If this buffer is occupied it is served 
before the normal buffer (2). 
If a packet arrives at a LB (4) and the buffer bLB is full 
the packet is dropped (5). In this scheme the packets are not 
dropped, they are delayed by a delay line (6). It is of size bDL 
and delays the packet by a constant fixed value of t D L .  If the 
number of packets in the delay line exceeds its size, the excess 
packets are dropped (7). The maximum loss for this setup can 
be calculated by the equations that were introduced in Section 
111, if a buffer size of b = b L g  + bar. + 1 is used. This is 
based on the assumption that for the worst m e  all available 
buffer spaces are occupied, and that this is independent of their 
location. 
The advantage of this scheme compared to simply increas- 
ing the buffers is that, in a practical case, the buffer b L g  will 
be located in the network and define the virtual buffer size 
as part of the traffic specification. It is located in the network 
and therefore an expensive commodity. On the other hand, 
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the buffer that is part of the delay line will he located in local 
nodes at the network edge, where buffer space is cheap. 
In this practical case, the scheme i s  slightly different from 
Figure 2. At the sender side the huffer bLg  is implemented 
with a counter and packets are not buffered. The site has 
also no access to the server, therefore, buffer (3) cannot be 
implemented. In this case, packets that leave the delay line 
are directly transmitted. Using the VSL concept combined 
with a DL can significantly reduce random fluctuations of the 
traffic, and therefore reduces the required utilisation andlor 
bucket size. Section V gives simulation results that graphically 
underline the advantages of this scheme. 
To use DLs, certain assumptions have to he fulfilled. To 
avoid messages being received out of sequence, the delay 
tDL has to be lower than the inter-arrival time between two 
consecutive packets in the same transaction. Furthermore, if 
the service in the network is much better than it was specified 
in the SLA that described the VSL, messages are unnecessarily 
delayed. 
v. VSL SIMULATIONS 
This section provides simulation results that compare per- 
formance parameters of VSLs. A discrete event simulator 
for SIP networks with 3GPP-like topologies was used to 
obtain these results. It uses the Mersenne Twister as a random 
number generator. For a large number of requests (100,000) the 
absolute round trip delay was measured, i.e. the time between 
the instant a request is sent and the time instant the response 
is received. This also included time out and resent messages 
in the case of losses. 
For simplicity, a call flow with only one request and one 
response was used. Both messages had to pass 7 intermediate 
proxy servers (This is based on 3GPP IMS setup). The session 
arrival rate in this simulation followed a Poisson process. The 
mean arrival rate was set to be 100 sessions per second. The 
mean message size was uniformly distributed between 300 
and 700 bytes. The propagation delay of all intermediate links 
(18), added up to 800 ms. 
Three different cases were simulated: Random message 
losses in the servers, the use of VSLS and the combined use of 
VSLsDLS. The results are depicted in Figure 3, Figure 4 and 
Figure 5 respectively. These delay histograms use logarithmic 
scales. The x-axes depict delay bins in ms. The step size is 
two ms. The y-axes depict the respective counts. 
In the first case, a random message loss was simulated. A 
random loss in this context reflects a message loss that is due 
to finite size buffers. An overall loss probability of 1.18% of all 
sessions was split between the servers. For practical cases, this 
number was too high, hut to be able to simulate the network 
in a reasonable time with reasonable statistical accuracy, this 
number was chosen. In a realistic situation, this overall loss 
probability will be much significantly lower. 
The first peak in this histogram indicates messages that 
were not lost. To give an indication of the statistical accu- 
racy of these results, the 95% confidence interval is given. 
The probability that no messages are lost and therefore, the 
Fig. 3. Delay Histogram - Simulated Random Loss 
probability that they are located in the first peak yields a range 
of [98.81%,98.84%]. 
The next peak indicates messages that were lost on the 
reverse connection between the first and the second node, 
whilst the third peak indicates messages that that were lost 
on the reverse connecting between the third and the second 
node and so on. The peak at 1900 ms is due to requests that 
were lost on any of the forward links. Peaks further to the 
right account for messages that were lost twice or more. 
The histogram depicted in Figure 4 was generated using 
the same principal setup but no random loss occurred and the 
first link in the connection used the VSL concept. Because 
the transport network accepted the VSL traffic specifications, 
the traffic encounters no loss due to queueing in the transport 
network. The VSL was dimensioned in a way that the loss is 
the same as for in the first graph. It had a buffer size of 2500 
Bytes (5 spaces), a mean rate of 5000 Bytes and capacity of 
75000 Bytes. This is equivalent to a normalised arrival rate A0 
of 66,6%. In this case, Equation (9) yields 1.18% loss. 
The loss is limited to the VSL itself, and therefore 
the first hop. The 95% confidence interval in this case is 
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VSLs. The chapter provided methodologies that enable the 
dimensioning of the virtual connections and introduced simple 
methodologies that can predict the drop probabilities in VSLs 
which use leaky buckets. 
Furthermore, the concept of a delay line was introduced 
which enables the use of additional queueing buffers, located 
outside of the transport network. The combination of these 
concepts can improve performance considerably, as delay 
simulations have shown. The methodologies discussed in this 
chapter can also be applied to generic emerging overlay 
network technologies. 
One major advantage of VSLs is the possibility of dy- 
namic resource allocation which is addressed in [SI. Since 
4 ' * . C 3  the resources are requested from underlying IP networks 
it is  possible to implement schemes that adapt the traffic 
subscription to the current requirements. 
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VI. FURTHER WORK 
three major areas, further work is required, Firstly, the [7] AA.  Kist and R.J. Hark,  "A simple model for CdNlathg SIP sigoalling 
underlying transport network The possible implementation 
and interaction with underlying transport technologies requires 
further attention. This includes impacts on the VSL scheme 
by QoS provisioning technologies like DiffSenS RSVP etc. 
Secondly, MLP calculation: If the traffic specifications have 
assigned to each parameter, an optimisation is possible, 
for example finding the set of parameters, where MLP is below 
a threshold so that the costs of the required resources are 
minimal. Lastly, generic overlay networks: The methodologies 
of VSLs and particularly the DL concept are not specific tn 
SIP signalling networks. Further research can focus on the 
usability of these concepts in generic networks. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
This paper defined the concept of virtual SIP links. It 
applied the methodology of a leaky bucket to define VSLs 
on the SIP layer. By using this concept it is possible to 
define a SIP overlay network that consists of SIP nodes and 
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